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The Association of Personal Injury Lawyers (APIL) was formed by claimant lawyers with
a view to representing the interests of personal injury victims. APIL currently has
around 5,000 members in the U K and abroad. M embership comprises solicitors,
barristers, legal executives and academics whose interest in personal injury work is
predominantly on behalf of injured claimants.

The aims of the Association of Personal Injury Lawyers (APIL) are:
To promote full and just compensation for all types of personal injury;
To promote and develop expertise in the practice of personal injury law;
To promote wider redress for personal injury in the legal system;
To campaign for improvements in personal injury law;
To promote safety and alert the public to hazards wherever they arise;
To provide a communication network for members.
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Executive summary
APIL is concerned about the proposals in this paper. The intention to use the general
pre-action protocol as a template against which to review existing protocols means
we are concerned that some of the provisions will have eventually have an impact on
the personal injury, clinical negligence and disease and illness protocols.

W e believe that the proposed general pre-action protocol seeks to be too many things
to too many people and that the “one size fits all” approach will not work. In particular
we think that the new protocol should not be applied to mesothelioma cases.

W e argue that the language used in drafting the proposed general pre-action protocol
and new practice direction should use the word “should” instead of “must” as the
latter indicates compulsion, which is not appropriate. This is reflected in our concerns
about the approach taken in the draft documents to alternative dispute resolution
(AD R).

W e believe that the proposed documents should not try to restrict parties to one
expert per case, but one expert per issue, and that it is of crucial importance to retain
jointly selected rather than jointly instructed expert. Jointly selected experts have
been one of the major advances of recent years, and the move toward joint instruction
is, quite simply, a step too far. In addition, we do not think that the general protocol
should encourage claimants to rely on defendants’agreements not to raise a time bar
defence where limitation is an issue.

Finally, we are concerned that many of the proposed provisions contained in the
general protocol and the new practice direction would lead to uncertainty and
subsequent unwanted and unproductive satellite litigation.
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Introd uction
APIL represents the interests of personal injury victims. The consultation paper on this
issue sets out, at page 7, the Civil Justice Council’s (CJC) intention to use an agreed
general pre-action protocol “as a template against which to review and, if appropriate,
rationalize and clarify existing pre-action protocols.” It is because of the potential
influence of the general protocol on existing protocols, which are relevant to personal
injury law, that we believe it is appropriate for APIL to respond to this consultation.

Before answering the specific questions in the CJC’s consultation paper, it is necessary
to say that we have concerns about the principle of a new general pre-action protocol.
APIL responded to the CJC’s consultation about the previously proposed consolidated
pre-action protocol in April 2007. W e said then that we were concerned the
consolidated protocol would apply to a huge range of cases and that such a “one size
fits all” strategy would be unworkable. The proposed general pre-action protocol will
also apply to an extremely wide range of cases and we are therefore just as concerned
about the general protocol being unworkable as we were with the consolidated one.

1. D o you agree w ith the p rop osed new structure of a shorter Practice D irection
highlighting the court’s case management pow ers and a G eneralPre-A ction
Protocolsetting out the req uirements on p arties to a d isp ute?

O ur objections to the proposed new general protocol apply more to the principle
of the protocol, than the proposed new structure. W e agree that the current
practice direction on protocols does include a section that may be seen as a
default protocol and recognise that the CJC is trying to provide a clearer structure
with its proposed new documents. W e question, however, whether this will make
a significant difference to the clarity of the civil procedure rules, practice directions
and protocols for the audience the CJC has in mind i.e. unrepresented potential
litigants (see page 8 of the consultation paper).
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2. A re there particular classes of cases or typ es of circumstances w here the
G eneralPre-A ction Protocolshould not ap ply?

W e believe that it is imperative that the general protocol should not replace the
existing protocols and welcome the CJC’s proposal to retain these.

W e also very strongly believe that the general protocol should not apply to
mesothelioma claims. These claims are intentionally excluded from the time frame
set out by the disease and illness protocol due to their urgency. O ur concern is
that because of their exclusion from the disease and illness protocol, there would
be an expectation that the general protocol should be followed in mesothelioma
cases but they are far too urgent and complex for the general protocol to apply.

In addition, specific work has been done, and continues to be done, with the
M inistry of Justice and senior members of the judiciary on the area of
mesothelioma claims.

3. D o you have any comments on the language used and the d rafting of the
revised Practice D irection and G eneralPre-A ction Protocol?

W e are concerned at one aspect of the drafting which has been highlighted in the
consultation paper:that the word “must” has been used instead of the word
“should”. W e find it particularly worrying that the consultation paper says the
meaning of these words is the same when the first implies an absolute obligation
and the second merely a desirable or expected state. There is clear legal authority
that the two words have different meanings, in accordance with their ordinary
English usage. See, for example, Metcalfe v. Clipston [2004]EW H C 9005 (Costs)
where the judge said, at paragraph 49, “I … construe "should" as meaning "ought
to" which is not the same as "has to" or "must"”.
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Paragraph 2.2 of the newly proposed practice direction says “Pre-action protocols
outline the steps parties must take before starting a court claim”. The use of
“must” instead of “should” will be particularly confusing here. Practice directions
themselves do not form part of the rules, but are only guidance which support the
relevant rules. In G oodw in v. Sw indon Borough Council [2002]C.P. Rep. 13 Lord
Justice M ay said at paragraph 11 “Practice directions are subordinate to the rules
— see paragraph 6 of Schedule 1 of the 1997 Act. They are, in my view, at best a
weak aid to the interpretation of the rules themselves.” Including an imperative
within a practice direction is therefore inappropriate and potentially confusing
which, of course, can lead to unwanted satellite litigation about the purpose and
status of the relevant rules, protocols and practice directions.

Furthermore, paragraph 6.2 of the draft practice direction says that “where a party
enters into a funding arrangement within the meaning of the CPR 43.2.1(k) that
party must inform other parties to the dispute about this arrangement as soon as
possible.” This is in direct conflict with case law on this issue (see, for example,
Cullen v. Chopra [2007]EW H C 90093 (Costs) which quite clearly sets out that there
is currently not necessarily a penalty if pre- issue the party entering into the
funding arrangement omits to serve a notice of funding. An attempt to overturn
established case law in this way and to make such a significant rule change should
not be included in a practice direction. Furthermore, conflict between established
case law and new practice directions could again lead to unwanted satellite
litigation.

4. D o you agree w ith the ap p roach taken to A D R in the G eneralPre-A ction
Protocol?

It is APIL’s firm view alternative dispute resolution mechanisms can be useful but
that one size does not fit all when it comes to resolving any case.
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M ediation, for example, could be useful in a personal injury case where an
employee wishes to continue to working for an employer but is unlikely to be
appropriate when a claimant who has been injured in a road traffic accident is
deeply traumatised by the accident and is dealing with an insurer which just wants
to keep the costs of the claim as low as possible.

W e are concerned that the draft of the general pre-action protocol says, at
paragraph 6.1 “The parties must consider whether some form of alternative
dispute resolution might enable them to settle the dispute without starting a court
claim” and that it does not include the express recognition that “no party can or
should be forced to mediate or enter into any form of AD R”. If the proposed
practice direction is implemented, non-compliance with the AD R provisions of the
protocol could result in sanctions and further satellite litigation as parties seek to
limit liability based on that non-compliance.

W e are concerned that sanctions may be sought for not considering AD R when in
fact it was not appropriate, or not necessarily appropriate till a later stage, e.g. after
exchange of evidence in it’s final form. Part of the success of joint settlement
meetings, which have become common place, is that these take place when the
evidence is all available. Pre-action protocols seek to regulate behaviour in the
very early stages of a dispute and in personal injury claims, AD R may not be
appropriate until the much later stages of a claim when the parties have gathered
all relevant information. Furthermore, to what extent “must” the parties “consider”
AD R? H aving the ability to impose sanctions for the failure to “consider”
something is, we believe, unworkable. In our view, it is much more sensible to
include a provision that parties “should” consider AD R, which gives guidance as to
best practice but does not compel parties to act in a particular way if it is not
appropriate in that case.
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5. D o you agree w ith the req uired step s set out in the G eneralPre-A ction
Protocol,and in p articular the ap p roach taken to time limits?

The required steps seem reasonable. The time limits seem very vague and
amorphous, but given the wide range of disputes the general protocol is designed
for, we can not see how the time limits can be made more specific.

6. W ould it b e help fulto includ e a ‘mod el’letter (non-mandatory)b efore claim
(for a stand ard consumer claim)as an annex to the G eneralPre-A ction
Protocol?

Standard consumer claims fall outside of APIL’s remit and so it is not appropriate
for us to answer this question.

7. D o you agree that the G eneralPre-A ction Protocolshould includ e the
ad d itionalreq uirements in simp le d eb t claims?

D ebt claims fall outside of APIL’s remit and so it is not appropriate for us to answer
this question.

8. D o you agree w ith the ap p roach taken to experts in the G eneralPre-A ction
Protocol?

W e welcome the fact that the general protocol continues to recognise the
distinction between a single joint expert and an agreed expert but are concerned
that proposed paragraph 8.5 seems to be encouraging parties to select the former,
which is not always appropriate.
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At the moment the personal injury protocol contemplates only joint selection of
experts rather than joint instruction (see Carlson v. Tow nsend [2001]EW CA Civ 511).
This is a process which works well and we would be concerned if, in an attempt to
bring in uniformity across pre-action protocols, the CJC were to seek to bring the
personal injury protocol in line with the general protocol.

Furthermore, both the proposed general protocol at paragraph 8.3 and the
proposed practice direction at paragraph 6.3.3 refer to the parties appointing “only
one expert”. G iven the broad range of claims to which these documents will apply,
we believe it is far too stringent to try to limit parties to only one expert per claim.
This might be appropriate in relatively straightforward cases where there is only
one technical issue at stake, but is unfair when there are a series of complex issues
involved. H ow can justice be done if, in a personal injury claim, parties have to
choose between an engineer who would help resolve liability and a medical expert
who would help on the issues of causation and damages? Surely one expert per
issue would be more appropriate.

9. D o you agree that,w here limitation is an issue,p arties should b e encouraged
not to take the ‘time bar’d efence?

W hilst we agree that where limitation is an issue, parties should be encouraged not
to take the ‘time bar’defence, we do not believe that a claimant could rely on an
agreement with the defendant that they would not raise a time bar defence, even
if provision for such an agreement was made in a pre-action protocol. The recent
case of Telling v. O CS G roup Lim ited (7 April 2008, Sheffield County Court,
unreported) is attached and is an example of a litigation in a case where a preaction agreement was reached and later contested.
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Experienced practitioners know that such pre-action agreements can lead to
problems if the defendant changes his mind. Less experienced practitioners, or
even litigants in person for whom the general pre-action protocol is at least partly
designed, would not necessarily approach the issue with such caution.

This could result in disagreement over whether an agreement not to raise a time
bar defence was reached, or whether the defendant could renege on an
agreement if this was reached. Such disputes are often the basis for satellite
litigation, which is in no-one’s interests. It would be far better for the protocol to
encourage people to issue cases where limitation is an issue and then urge parties
to agree a stay to conduct protocol-like steps before the substantive court
proceedings begin. W e do not therefore agree with the proposals in relation to
limitation.
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